Applying the 80 - 20 Rule to BI Solutions
A Datawatch BI Webcast

Agenda
The 80-20 Rule: A Primer
How the 80-20 Rule may apply to traditional Business
Intelligence (BI) solutions…in unfavorable ways
Flipping the 80-20 Rule around to our favor
Hint: Another rule!

Monarch BI Server
Monarch Data Pump
Final comments, Q&A
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The 80-20 Rule
Classic business book by Richard Koch
The 80-20 rule was first discovered by
Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923)
aka “Pareto Principle” / “Pareto’s Law”
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The 80-20 Rule
Classic business book by Richard Koch
The 80-20 rule was first discovered by
Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923)
aka “Pareto Principle” / “Pareto’s Law”

Pareto discovered 80% of income in
nations was earned by 20% of the
population, no matter the time period or
nation; “reliably unequal distribution”
Unfortunately, Pareto did a poor job
explaining his discovery (Koch)
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The 80-20 Rule
80-20 rule revisited for business use:
Joseph Juran, for quality control & more
IBM, computer efficiency & speed

80-20 rule now applied to many aspects
of business (sales, customers, etc.)
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80-20 Rules for Business
Intelligence?
The Data Warehousing Institute
(TDWI) reported that usage rates for
BI tools nudged up from 18% three
years ago to just 24% today
Is the 80-20 Rule at work here…?
Why?
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80-20 Rules for Business
Intelligence?
The Data Warehousing Institute
(TDWI) reported that usage rates for
BI tools nudged up from 18% three
years ago to just 24% today
Is the 80-20 Rule at work here…?
Why?
Traditional BI solutions remain very
difficult for non-technical users to
understand and work with easily.
The potential value of BI for most
staff does not warrant the required
time, effort and expense
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80-20 Rules for Business
Intelligence?
General estimates of the costs of a
(traditional) BI solution *:
Up-front costs 80%, ongoing costs
20% of your BI project budget
Data integration (such as ETL) 80%,
reporting and analytics 20%

These are reasonably accurate
estimates for a traditional BI solution
Can we do better?
* Source: “Does The Good Old 80/20 Rule Work For Estimating BI Costs?” by
Boris Evelson, Forrester Research, Feb. 3, 2009
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80-20 Rules for Business
Intelligence?
When times were good and funding
was ample, vague value propositions
such as “better access to information”
and “better reporting” were enough to
get a BI program funded. Now that
funding is tight, programs that cannot
demonstrate real bottom-line business
benefits may not survive the next round
of budget cuts.*
We’d better do better!

* Source: Nancy Williams, Is the Economy Going to Take a Bite Out of Your

Business Intelligence Program? Business Intelligence Network, January 6, 2009.
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Flipping the 80-20 Rule around
to our favor
Instead of about 20% of the
organization using BI tools, let’s
provide a true BI solution to 80% (or
more!) of all knowledge workers
Let’s reduce the cost of a true ROI BI
solution to roughly 20% (or less!) of the
cost of a traditional BI solution
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Flipping the 80-20 Rule around
to our favor
About 20% of managers and
workers actually use BI
Suggestion: 20% of users may
provide upwards of 80% of the
value the user community is
getting from a BI solution.
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Flipping the 80-20 Rule around
to our favor
About 20% of managers and
workers actually use BI
Suggestion: 20% of users may
provide upwards of 80% of the
value the user community is
getting from a BI solution.
Disagree!
About 80% or more of managers
and workers need BI 20% or less
of the time. Do not ignore these
users.
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Flipping the 80-20 Rule around
to our favor
About 20% of managers and
workers actually use BI
Suggestion: 20% of users may
provide upwards of 80% of the
value the user community is
getting from a BI solution.
Disagree!
About 80% or more of managers
and workers need BI 20% or less
of the time. Do not ignore these
users.
Much Better: Dramatically expand
number of actual BI users through
another rule: The Long Tail.
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Flipping the 80-20 Rule around
to our favor
The Long Tail describes the
strategy of businesses such as
Amazon or Netflix that offer a large
number of unique items, many sold
in small quantities
By not focusing exclusively on the
20% “dominant few,” the total
market or audience for a produce
or service expands dramatically
Provide “breakthrough simplicity”
that enables “the other 80%” to
easily work with data and gain the
promised benefits of BI

Frequency of BI Use

Number of BI Users

80-20 Rule

The Long Tail

Picture by Hay Kranen / PD; annotations added
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Monarch Report Mining Technology
IS that breakthrough BI simplicity!
Ideally suited to accommodate
“the other 80%” of knowledge
workers
Award-winning Monarch Report
Mining technology transforms
data from any existing reports
into live, actionable data
without programming
Existing reports understood by
everyone: “the common
denominator between the
business and IT worlds.”
Effortless exporting of
customized data views,
particularly Excel
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Monarch Report Mining Technology
IS that breakthrough BI simplicity!
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Monarch Report Mining Technology
IS that breakthrough BI simplicity!

The power of Monarch Report Mining can now be expanded
across the organization for dramatically easier, dramatically less
expensive BI
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Monarch BI Server
Developed especially for small/medium
business (SMB) and departmental/divisional BI
Provides self-service BI solution for users who
want to spend time making the right decisions;
not struggling with technology
Offers web-enabled operational BI without need
for data marts or new programming
Transforms existing reports and other business
documents on demand into HTML or Excel
tables, summaries and charts
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Monarch BI Server
Trouble-free, out-of-the-box implementation
Does not require deep technical skills
No data quality or data integration issues;
utilizes proven, trusted existing reports as data
source
Needs minimal support and admin
Little or no training needed for end users
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Users access desired data from Monarch BI Server by logging into a centralized,
password-protected report archive
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Reports are easily accessed by users anytime through their browsers
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With a simple point and click, reports are transformed into live online data that users can filter
and summarize and export anytime to PDF or Excel
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Monarch BI Server can aggregate data mined from stored reports, enabling a wide variety of online
BI-rich summary data views, complete with online graphs, with no new programming
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With just one click of the mouse, desired data with subtotals, grand totals
and other calculations can be exported to Excel
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System administration is easy accomplished through an intuitive web interface
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Monarch Data Pump
Monarch Data Pump provides automatic, serverbased information delivery & data integration
Automatically mines and combines data from reports,
PDF files and other data sources (spreadsheets,
databases, etc.) – no new database programming
Delivers customized data in many formats (Excel,
Access, PDF) via email, file folder, SharePoint
integration, etc.
Uploads data to databases such as SQL Server,
Oracle or DB2 (Data ETL – Extraction,
Transformation and Loading)
Performs all of these functions with no action
required by end users
Is easily maintained by IT
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OleDB data upload

XLS, MDB, PDF, etc.

Text-based reports, PDF
reports and/or other
data sources

• Customized data creation &
delivery on an automatic,
event-driven or scheduled
basis
• Full-featured administration
made easy

Send emails, with or
without attachments

Create SharePoint KPIs,
copy files to
SharePoint...AND MORE
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Conclusions…
We can turn the “80-20 rules of BI” to our favor
Expand your organization’s BI user base to “the other
80%” of users (“The Long Tail”)
Implement a true self-service BI solution at 20% of
traditional BI solution cost

Doing this requires “breakthrough simplicity”
Ease of use
Ease of implementation
Effortlessly leverage existing information resources –
particularly existing reports from ERP/other systems

Monarch BI Server & Monarch Data Pump fulfill
these needs now.
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